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Sammanfattning: 

Den här studien undersöker vad hemgift har för påverkan på genusrelationerna i 

Savarområdet utanför Dhaka i Bangladesh. Insamlingen av data skede genom ett fältarbete på 

plats i Savar, med ADESHs hjälp, under två månaders tid, våren 2012. Nästan tjugo stycken 

intervjuer gjordes ute i byar med kvinnliga medlemmar av ADESH som berättade hur hemgift 

och deras medverkan i ADESHs aktiviteter påverkade deras liv. Ett par intervjuer gjordes 

också på ADESHs kontor med anställda för att ge en djupare förståelse för kvinnornas 

livssituation och ADESHs arbete. Fokus i uppsatsen ligger på att analysera hur hemgift 

påverkar olika aspekter av samhället i Savar och hur detta påverkar genusrelationerna. I 

uppsatsen tittar jag också på hur ADESH bedriver sitt arbete och vilka aktiviteter de erbjuder 

sina medlemmar. Slutsatsen av mitt arbete är i korthet att hemgift verkar ha en stor påverkan 

på många aspekter av kvinnornas liv och att de insatser som görs för att minska och ta bort 

genusskillnader kanske inte alltid fungerar som det är tänkt, detta behöver dock inte innebära 

att de är verkningslösa. 

 

Abstract 

This study examines what effects dowry has on the gender relations in the Savar area outside 

of Dhaka, Bangladesh. The collection of data was made through fieldwork on sight in Savar, 

with the help of ADESH, during a two month period, in the spring of 2012. Almost twenty 

interviews were made out in villages with female members of ADESH who told me of how 

dowry and their participation in ADESH’s activities affected their lives. A few interviews 

were also made in ADESH’s own office with employees to gain a deeper understanding of the 

women’s life situation and the work of ADESH. The focus of this thesis is on analysing how 

dowry affects different aspects of the society in Savar and how this affects the gender 

relations. In this thesis I will also examine how ADESH is conducting their work and what 

activities they offer their members. The conclusion of my study is in short that dowry seems 

to have a large impact on many aspects of the women’s lives and that the actions that are 

taken to decrease and remove gender differences might not always work as intended, this does 

however not mean that they are without effect.
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Foreword  

I started planning my Minor Field Study (MFS) the year before I actually went to Bangladesh 

to conduct it. As a part of my preparations I wrote a paper about microfinance and its effects 

on gender equality in general. My intentions were to expand upon this previous work in my 

field studies and write a thesis with a focus on microfinance, but it is hard to know what you 

will find before you go into the field if you have never done it before. As I started doing my 

interviews I found that my focus shifted from my original idea to something I had not 

considered in my previous work. The tradition of dowry caught my attention and I began to 

see how it penetrated and affected society and gender roles in Bangladesh. I decided to give 

more attention to dowry and let microfinance and other work of the NGOs play a smaller part 

in my thesis than was originally planned. The reason why I originally chose to examine 

microfinance was to combine my studies in Social Anthropology and Economics.
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Introduction 

Bangladesh is a fairly young country and an even younger democracy. Prior to 1947 

Bangladesh was a part of India while it was a British colony. But after the British left, the old 

colony was divided into two new countries based on the religions that was prevailing in the 

regions. The Hindu dominated area became India while the Muslim dominated areas became 

Pakistan. The two Muslim areas, West Pakistan and East Pakistan, were located on different 

sides of India giving cause to disagreements in some political and cultural issues. The first 

major conflict between the regions occurred in 1952 when East Pakistan opposed changing 

their language from Bengali (also known as Bangla) to Urdu (the language spoken in West 

Pakistan). Protests against this change turned violent and a number of students were killed by 

government forces at the University of Dhaka but in the end East Pakistan was allowed to 

keep its language. The second major conflict between the regions occurred in March 1971 

when Sheikh Mujibur declared East Pakistan independent, giving birth to the nation of 

Bangladesh. This gave cause to a nine month long war where West Pakistan tried to quell the 

rebellion and regain control of the region. With the help of Indian troops West Pakistan was 

defeated in December 1971 (Butler 1985:22). It is uncertain how many died in the war but the 

number varies between 200,000 and 3 million depending on who you ask. Apart from the 

independence, the war had another long lasting effect on Bangladeshi politics since it gave the 

army a strong position in society. Bangladesh as a country faced an uphill battle from the 

start. After the war the economy was ruined and the communications system was completely 

wrecked. On top of that famine struck the country between 1973 and 1974 (Butler 1985:23). 

Power struggles have been characteristic for the political climate in the country since it was 

formed and martial-law has been in place at times. Today Bangladesh is a democracy but the 

country still faces problems with corruption, electoral fraud and political violence (URL1). 

 

A majority of the population in Bangladesh is Muslim, approximately 83-89%, while the 

second largest religion is Hinduism, approximately 10-16%, the remaining 1% is made out by 

Christianity and Buddhism. There are no restrictions on religious beliefs but minorities face 

societal discrimination and are underrepresented in politics and government employment 

(URL1).   
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The economic growth in Bangladesh during the last 15-20 years has lead to better living 

conditions in the country. The three major factors to contribute to this development are: 

money transfers from Bangladeshis working abroad, the growth in the country’s textile 

industry and an increase in agricultural yields. During this period the situation for women has 

also changed and they have obtained a higher position on the social scale than before, partly 

due to access to microloans (Regeringskansliet, UD, 2008:9). 

 

Even though these progresses have been made in Bangladesh, many challenges still lie ahead. 

The gap between the rich and the poor is increasing as large groups are not able to take part in 

the country’s growth. Approximately 60 million people are still living below the poverty line 

of 1 USD a day. Most of these people are living in the countryside. About 20 percent are 

considered extremely poor and have a disposable income of less then 30 American cents a 

day. Single women with children make out a big part of this group (Regeringskansliet, UD, 

2008:9). Improvements have been made, such as the introduction of a women’s quota in the 

parliament, but gender inequalities are still very present in the Bangladeshi society. Women 

generally face discrimination on the labour market as well as in education and healthcare. 

Laws that are meant to protect women and their rights are not always maintained, partly 

because of corruption, and the processes to make sure a case reaches court do not seem to be 

adapted to the needs of the people they concern (URL1).  

 

The tradition of dowry is very common among the poorer segments of Bangladeshi society 

and seems to have some effects on the gender equality. A dowry is the money, property or 

estate that the bride brings with her to the marriage. In Bangladesh it would be the bride’s 

family who would give dowry as gifts to the groom and his family. 

  

The purpose of this thesis is to study the gender relations in Bangladesh with a special focus 

on dowry. I will also study what effects the work of a Non Government Organisation seem to 

have on the situation. The study is based on interviews with female group members of an 

NGO, but interviews were also made with employees of that NGO to complement the 

interviews with the women. 

 

The questions I will try to answer in my thesis are what effects dowry seems to have on 

gender equality among the women I interview. How does the work of Association of 
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Development for Economic and Social Help (ADESH) affect the situation concerning gender 

equality. 

 

Outline 

The thesis will begin by describing the method I used when I conducted my fieldwork, such 

as how and where the interviews were made and what difficulties or advantages this created. 

 

I will then give the reader some background information that is important in order to 

understand the situation in Bangladesh and the work that is being conducted there. The 

political climate, the work of ADESH and an introduction to the gender differences will help 

to bring a bigger depth to the thesis and some knowledge that the reader might find helpful in 

the coming chapters. 

 

The following chapter will focus on the main problem as I saw it in my field work, the dowry, 

and how dowry affects the lives of the people it involves. As a link between marriage, 

education, ownership, prestige and gender roles I found dowry central to understanding the 

social conditions in the villages where I made my interviews and the obstacles ADESH face 

in their work to decrease poverty and increase gender equality. 

 

After that chapter emphasis will be put on the work of ADESH and how their activities affect 

the lives of their members. The thesis will then be concluded with an analysis of my study. 

 

Method 

The fieldwork for this thesis was conducted in 2012 during a two month period, February and 

March, in Bangladesh. The area where the fieldwork took place was in Savar, a suburb to the 

capital of Dhaka. The main source of data collection for the study was interviews, but 

observations and literature reviews were also used to complement them.  

 

According to Agar interviews and observations frequently interact with each other and can be 

hard to separate but he stresses that talking to informants should be central when collecting 

data (Agar 1996:158). The observation does however fill an important role as they are used to 
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complement the information received by the informant who for different reasons may leave 

things out in their answers (Agar 1996:159). 

 

Literature has been used to complement the data collected during my fieldwork. I mainly used 

it to check if my results and experiences were consistent with those of others who had studied 

similar phenomena. The literature was also used to gain a better understanding of the data I 

had collected in the field. 

 

The interviews 

During my fieldwork in Bangladesh I conducted nineteen interviews with different groups 

and four interviews with staff of ADESH, interviewing approximately 240 group members 

and 9 of ADESH’s own staff members. The interviews where conducted in the villages with 

the group members of that village. Each interview took between sixty and ninety minutes. At 

each occasion there were between ten and thirty women present. With me I had an interpreter 

and an employee from ADESH who helped me ask my questions and get proper answers. The 

interviews with staff members were conducted at ADESH’s office in Savar. I took notes 

during my interviews since there was always some time over after I had asked my question, 

when my interpreter and the informants would discuss and I could not understand because of 

the language barrier. I only came to each village once during my field work. It is preferred to 

revisit informants to double-check information and ask additional questions but I felt that it 

would probably not be especially fruitful in my case, since I felt that I received most of the 

answers I needed at the interviews and if I would have returned it is very likely that the group 

that I would have met would not be the same group as last time because some members would 

be absent while others would be new. When I took photos at the interviews I always asked the 

women for their permission to do so. 

 

At first I felt uneasy about us being so many asking the women questions. I thought that it 

would make the women shy and have negative effects on the results. As the interviews 

progressed I realised that it was necessary to bring both the interpreter and the ADESH 

employee with me to get anything at all from the interviews. I needed my interpreter since I 

do not speak Bangla and my interpreter needed help from the ADESH representative to ask 

my questions to the women. The women in the villages could for some reason not understand 

or misunderstood questions when he asked them and the representative from ADESH had to 
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step in and explain the questions for them and then I could get the information I needed. At 

most of the interviews I found the atmosphere to be relaxed and the women seemed to be 

confident and were not afraid to speak their minds. 

  

I tried to ask questions about how the women themselves experienced different things rather 

than asking them about absolute facts. In the article The Problem of Informant Accuracy the 

writers discuss some of the issues that come with conducting interviews as a source of data 

collecting. The writers claim that it is a bigger source of accuracy to ask questions about the 

informants’ perception of reality rather than reality itself (Bernard 1984:505). The writers also 

commented on interviews being performed in groups. According to them the answers will be 

more accurate when performed in groups because different people will remember different 

aspects of what is being discussed giving a more complete picture of the subject at hand 

(Bernard 1984:510-511). I felt that it was positive for my research to conduct my interviews 

in a group. I would get different perspectives from different women, discussions could break 

out which could lead to a more qualitative answer and different group members would have 

different stories to tell giving me a deeper understanding for the Bangladeshi society. If I had 

conducted individual interviews rather than group interviews I would not have been able to 

include as many women in my fieldwork as I did and the situation would probably have felt 

intimidating for the women since they then would be answering questions alone with three 

men present. That would probably not have been possible either since women were not 

supposed to spend time alone with strange men. 

 

An issue that I need to be aware of is the fact that I may not be perceived as I would like by 

my informants. Even though I might do my best to conduct serious research and be a neutral 

observer the people I met with did not know me and most likely did not meet that many 

foreigners at all. I am a blonde and blue-eyed male from a Swedish university so in many 

aspects I was as alien to them as I could possibly be. This can create problems in my 

collection of data if my informants do not feel that they can trust me. The women that I spoke 

to did however seem to trust the staff from ADESH and I felt I got sufficient answers from 

my interviews. Agar describes how important it can be to get in contact with informants 

through someone they trust and gives the example from interviewing drug addicts and what a 

difference it made in response from his informants when they associated him with a clinic that 

had helped them (Agar 1996:80). Meeting my informants with representatives of ADESH 

made them associate me with an organisation who had helped them in the past making me a 
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more trustworthy character. I therefore did not need to spend time building trust with my 

informants and could start asking questions right away. The fact that the interviews were 

conducted in the groups in the women’s own villages most likely also had a positive effect on 

the answers I received. Being the person who asks the questions gives me a lot of power since 

I decide what to ask. Having the interviews in the women’s own turf gives some power back 

to the women and creates a more balanced relationship between us.   

 

Informal informants 

When you are present in the field for longer period it is difficult not to meet people outside of 

the arranged interviews. The contacts that I had and the friends I made did not only talk to me 

about what I was studying but gave me a deeper understanding of the Bangladeshi society 

than what I would have got from just the interviews. When I was walking around the 

neighbourhood or travelling to another city and saw something that interested me I could ask 

these people about it which would sometimes lead to me understanding the subject I was 

researching better. 

 

Lost in translation 

Language and culture are not separate entities and the understanding of one will make the 

understanding of the other easier (Agar 1996:151). Even if I did learn a few words and 

phrases in Bangla it did not seem realistic that I would be able to conduct a fieldwork and 

learn a new language in just two months so for my interviews I used an interpreter.  

 

The language barrier made it very difficult for me to attain all the information that was given 

by the women. Only a fraction of what was said went on paper. Long discussions in the group 

would be translated into a short summary. During all of the interviews I had the same 

interpreter who was employed by ADESH part time for this purpose. After the interviews 

were done we therefore sat down together and I asked him about the things the women had 

said to clarify what I was uncertain of or wanted to know more about. Literature on how to 

deal with issues that arise from using an interpreter was hard to get by something even Agar 

commented in his book (Agar 1996:150). I therefore tried to work as close to my interpreter 

as possible so that he would understand what I wanted from the interviews when he filtered 
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and translated the answers. I felt that this went very well, much thanks to my interpreter’s 

cooperative attitude. 

 

Observations 

Being present in the community and the villages when I did my interviews gave me a chance 

to observe things I otherwise would not have seen. For example I noticed how the gender 

distribution was quite uneven in the public sphere and that women never seemed to join the 

men at the tea stalls. I could also see how the women lived in the villages and get a perception 

of what means of living there were in different areas. 

 

Social differences between men and women in Bangladesh 

Traditions concerning gender roles have big effects on the lives of men and women and what 

opportunities they face. It seems that children today, boys and girls, are raised more equally 

than before, gaining equal access to food, medical treatment and education but most of the 

women that I interviewed had not been fortunate enough to grow up under these conditions. If 

parents could not afford the education of all of their children, when these women grew up, the 

sons would be prioritised over the daughters. Boys would generally also get better food than 

the girls and receive professional medical treatment in earlier stages of sickness than girls 

who instead would be treated with traditional cures. I did not get the perception that this 

difference in how boys and girls were treated was based on malicious intent from the parents 

but that their economic conditions limited the resources they put on their children. While I did 

my research there were still differences in the treatment of boys and girls, but they had 

diminished. 

 

During the interviews the women told me that the fact that girls are seen as less desirable than 

boys have several reasons. When a family gains a new member it has different meanings 

depending on the sex of the baby. If it is a girl the parents realise that they in the future will 

have to pay dowry if they wish to see her married. The size of this dowry depends on what 

“quality” of groom they want for their daughter. The higher the education of the groom, the 

higher the demanded amount of dowry will be. If on the other hand the baby is a boy the 

parents need not to be concerned about paying a future dowry if he is to get married. The 

second reason girls are less desirable than boys is the fact that when they get married they will 
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leave their parents home and move in with the groom and his parents. The family therefore 

loses a valuable part of the workforce and a future caretaker. A son on the other hand will stay 

with his parents and therefore be able to contribute to the household his entire life as well as 

take care of his parents when they grow old. The third reason that girls are less desirable than 

boys is the fact that they are physically weaker than boys. If a situation would appear where 

the family needs to defend itself a son is a greater source of protection than a daughter.  

 

Another effect that dowry can have on the gender balance is that on the priority of education. 

If the parents invest money in their son’s education they know that these expenses will partly 

or entirely be covered by the dowry they will receive when he is married. To spend money on 

the daughter’s education might at best reduce the dowry they will need to pay when she gets 

married. This reduction will not however be equal to the cost of her education. Another reason 

that women’s education is being neglected is the opinion that an educated daughter also 

requires a husband with a higher education. A highly educated husband is more expensive for 

the daughter’s parents since his parents will demand a larger amount of dowry. 

 

The dowry is not however the only thing that affects the fact that boys’ education is given a 

higher priority than girls’ education. As I previously wrote the boy will continue to live with 

his parents after the marriage which means that his education will help him support the 

family. The girl on the other hand will move away to live with her husband and in-laws and 

will most likely be expected to stay at home and take care of the household rather than be 

active on the public work market. Any expenses more than what is necessary might therefore 

be seen as a waste when it comes to daughters. 

 

When Miller explains the mechanisms for child neglect in India, something that is still present 

to some degree in Bangladesh, she writes of how it can be hard for westerners to understand 

this phenomenon since the way of reasoning about the family in India is very different from 

the Western culture. The Indian families she writes about are less concerned about the 

survival of individuals rather than the survival of the entire family. For sociocultural reasons 

the survival of the family is benefited by the birth of many boys and the ability to control the 

number of girls who can be a financial burden on the family (Miller 1987:493). In a society 

where dowry is paid at marriage, sons tend to receive more attention and better treatment 

from their parents than their sisters do. 
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Miller also wrote that she thought that in a society that prefers sons, the wife will be eager to 

give birth to as many children as possible to make sure that enough male heirs are produced. 

In a society where selective care is present, that favours the survival of boys to the 

disadvantage of girls, over-reproduction is needed to compensate for the child wastage (Miller 

1987:501). This was an issue that ADESH had put resources on. The women told me that they 

had started limiting their number of offspring to 2 or 3 children in an effort to reduce poverty 

and gender imbalances. 

 

In a society were sons are crucial for the survival of the family it is likely that more resources 

will be put on them rather than on daughters. I do not think that parents disliked their 

daughters or did not care for them. If they didn’t there would not be much reason for them to 

involve themselves as much as they seemed to do in finding their daughters good husbands 

and making sure their daughters were happy. Instead the situation seems to be that the 

resources among families were limited and they decided to put what they had to the best 

possible use from their perspective. Which in most cases seemed to be to give their son the 

care he required so that he would reach adult age and an education so that he could get a good 

wife and proper amount of dowry while their daughters would get what was left and an 

education that was not higher than what the parents could afford in dowry for the daughter’s 

marriage.  

 

Political climate 

Out of the 178 countries being surveyed by Transparency International concerning the level of 

corruption Bangladesh was ranked 134 making it one of the 50 most corrupt countries in the 

survey. On top of problems with corruption, criminality, political polarization, low level of 

bureaucratic transparency and failure to enforce existing laws has also contributed to 

undermine the government’s accountability. There has also been a general unwillingness 

among the major parties to cooperate (URL1). Even though it may not give an explanation to 

why things are the way they are, the political climate might raise the level of understanding 

for the present situation concerning gender equality in the country. The trust in politicians and 

government employees in Bangladesh seem to be very low among the people I have talked to 

and interviewed. They say that politicians give lots of promises prior to the elections but 

rarely fulfil them. Instead the politicians use their power to serve their own purposes at the 

expense of the people. In the streets of Savar political posters are a common sight. Most of 
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them promote one party or the other but there are also those who slander the opposite party by 

for example accusing them of attacks or murders on political individuals. On those posters 

you can often se pictures of the attack and the victims lying dead in their own blood or on a 

stretcher in a morgue. This kind of posters bares witness to the problems the country have 

with political violence. 

 

At an interview I asked the women if they had any interest in politics and if they where 

actively involved. They said that they did have a big interest in politics and that they did vote 

at every election but that they did not do more than that. The members told me that a few 

women in the area had actively supported one of the political parties in the last election by 

informing people of their political views and encouraging people to vote for them. The party 

that they supported did win the election but they have failed to implement most of the changes 

they promised causing people to feel disappointed and betrayed. Since the politicians in the 

parliament are difficult to contact the ordinary people in the area have chosen to take out their 

disappointment on the women who encouraged them to vote for their party giving them the 

blame for the lack of changes they had promised. The women at the interview also told me of 

a grass rot leader who was tortured and killed by supporters of another political party in 2003. 

They claimed that the success of his party, who at the time where the ruling party, was the 

cause of this violence. The women gave these examples as a reason for why they chose not to 

participate in any grass root activities. 

 

Apart from the political posters I personally experienced other aspects of the sometimes 

volatile political climate in the country. One of the last interviews that I was supposed to do 

was cancelled because of a political meeting being held in Dhaka at the time. The police 

prohibited all public transportation by buss and train in the country during this period to 

hinder the movement of large groups of politically active people from coming to Dhaka. The 

risk of riots and fighting in the streets was perceived as high and red alert was announced. My 

supervisors told me that if fighting began in Dhaka there was a risk that it would spread to 

Savar and in that case it was better if I was safe in my room rather than in a car on the main 

road. The day before the meeting was to be held in Dhaka me and my supervisor went to the 

market to purchase some clothes. On our way there we encountered several grass rot members 

on motorcycles driving in a big group honking and yelling to promote themselves and their 

political party. We also drove past a demonstration taking place in the main road. Because of 

these activities we chose to take the back roads when we returned from the shopping to avoid 
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any potential fighting that might occur because of the political activities. I had been warned 

prior to my departure from Sweden about political meetings and demonstrations often getting 

violent in Bangladesh. Even the Lonely Planet guidebook wrote about how this might occur 

and that travellers should stay away from these situations (Butler 1985:160). But I was not 

expecting anything to happen while I was in the country.  

 

In a country with such an unstable political situation like Bangladesh it is no wonder poor 

people don’t get the support they need in terms of education, healthcare and legal protection. 

From what I heard from the people I talked to and from what I have read, politicians in 

Bangladesh in general seem to be more concerned with their own power than making any 

positive changes in society and neglect or sometimes even sabotage projects because of their 

own quest for power. I was told of projects that would be started but never completed because 

the people in charge had chosen take the money for the projects themselves. Another thing 

that does not benefit the poor people is that NGOs working to improve the conditions in the 

country can be stopped if they criticise the government (URL1). 

 

ADESH 

Association of Development for Economic and Social Help (ADESH) was founded in 1988 

and began work on different programs the following year. They registered with the 

Bangladesh Department of Social Services in 1991 and with NGO Affairs Bureau in 1992. 

ADESH is a regional organisation active in the Savar area of Dhaka. The goal of the 

organisation is: Ensuring participation of both men & women for promoting Democracy, 

Human Rights and establish a situation of economic justice for achieving a sustainable 

development society (ADESH 2009:9). In June 2009 the total number of members of ADESH 

was 5976, 5308 female and 668 male. The groups consist of between 15 and 20 members 

having a chairman, a secretary and a treasurer (ADESH 2009:21). The groups have meetings 

once a month where they discuss issues that have risen during the past month and issues that 

they might face in the future (ADESH 2009:22). Staff from ADESH regularly attend these 

meetings and evaluate socioeconomic situation, gender and development issues and the duties 

and responsibilities of the group members. 

 

ADESH has a mandatory savings policy, anyone who wants to be a group member with 

ADESH needs to save some money each month. How large this amount should be is decided 
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by the group members themselves but generally varies from 10 BDT to 50 BDT (at the time 

of my field work 1 Euro was equivalent to approximately 100 Bangladeshi Taka). Each month 

the members make a deposit at the meetings to attending staff and the transaction is registered 

in the member’s personal savings pass book were a record of all her savings, loans and 

interests can be found. The money can only be withdrawn if a member decides to leave the 

organisation. The objective of these savings is to strengthen the group and their activities and 

to exist as collateral in case a member has an economic crisis (ADESH 2009:24). ADESH 

also have voluntary savings where members can save as much money as they chose each 

month and withdraw them as they please. The only restriction is that there needs to be at least 

40 BDT in the account for it to stay active. The money can be withdrawn and deposited at any 

time when the member meets their local ADESH staff (ADESH 2009:25). ADESH believes 

that an important step to empower women is to give them economic power and they therefore 

offer their female members microcredit loans. The loans are meant to eradicate poverty, to 

involve women in economic activities and give them control over money. This service helps 

members so that they do not have to go to other money lenders who may charge a higher 

interest or be dishonest (ADESH 2009:26).  

 

Apart from these economic activities ADESH also put a lot of resources on giving their 

members different types of education concerning sexually transmitted diseases, health, water 

and sanitation, gender equality, human rights and climate change. This education is given to 

both men and women. During my interviews it seemed like this was very appreciated by the 

women and when I asked what more they wanted from ADESH they would often say more 

education. ADESH also had their own schools for children were both boys and girls received 

education. In the classes they would also include children with different mental and physical 

handicaps who otherwise would not get any education. When I visited these schools were 

facing some problems and might be forced to shut down because of a lack of funding. 

Funding would come from different development organisations such as SIDA and Diakonia. 

 

Initial problems with the groups 

Today ADESH is an established NGO in the Savar area and has a few thousand active 

members. Most people with whom they interact have a positive view of their work and 

welcome them to their village. Earlier this was however not the case. During the interviews 
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with employees of ADESH they told me about different problems they had faced when 

starting new groups and recruiting new members. 

 

Boys and girls had been raised with the notion that boys had a higher value than girls. Boys 

were given food before their sisters and also received food thought to be more nutritious. The 

education of the boys was also given a higher priority than that of the girls.  The girls where 

raised thinking that they belonged at home taking care of their husbands and children, having 

no business outside of the village.  But it was not only the mentality of the women that created 

problems in the initial faces of new groups. There was also a lot of opposition from husbands 

and religious leaders. Wives were forbidden to attend meetings. Lies were told that the real 

purpose of these NGO projects was not to help the women but to convert them to Christianity, 

make them eat pork and that the NGO’s would steal their money. 

 

Several members told stories of how meetings had been interrupted or stopped by husbands 

retrieving their wives to the home or religious people telling the women they were being 

tricked into becoming Christian. This sort of incidents occurred even when ADESH had been 

given permission, by Imams and other elite people in the society, to conduct their work. The 

people who interrupted the meetings would not only harass the women who attended the 

meetings but would also insult and argue with the staff from ADESH. Once when a female 

employee was on her way to a meeting she was suddenly stopped in the middle of the road by 

an imam. She had been travelling by herself on a motorcycle when he saw her. He called her 

to the mosque were he insulted her for having travelled by motorcycle saying women had no 

business travelling by such a vehicle. 

 

The infrastructure is very poor in some parts of Savar today causing some children to be 

neglected when it comes to education. The situation has been worse however. One of the 

employees told me during an interview of the hardships that he had to go through to be able to 

conduct meetings when he started in the late nineties. He did not have the possibility to use a 

motor driven vehicle and was restricted to a traditional bicycle. The first part of the journey 

was by bicycle. He then had to cross a river by boat. After that he continued by bike before 

the road ended and he was forced to carry it through fields before he got to the village. In the 

village it was difficult to start the meetings since women would not show up or walk away 

while he went to get them. The ordeal would take an entire workday making it a very 

ineffective and energy demanding way to work. 
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Education has lowered the occurrences of events like these drastically but they still occur, 

although they are not as common as before. One of the employees told me that he had a 

meeting in a village six months prior to the interview. In the middle of the meeting the imam 

from the local mosque came and interrupted the activity saying that participation in the 

meeting was a crime against their religion and that anyone who continued to participate would 

go to hell because the money being used in the projects came from Christian missionaries. 

 

I myself also had some experience with people objecting to the work of ADESH. During my 

first interview with female members a young man from the village came and sat down next to 

me to listen to the interview. I did not pay much attention to him since I by this time had 

gotten used to locals being curious about me. He sat next to me for about ten minutes before 

he got up and I thought that he would leave. He did not! Instead he began to argue with the 

women of the group about the answers they had been giving, accusing them of being ignorant 

and having no idea what they where talking about. I wanted to tell him to leave us, but since 

this was my first interview and I was in his home I didn’t. The representative from ADESH 

stepped in and exchanged a few words with the man who then left us alone. 

 

Working to change the conditions of poor women in the Savar area has been an uphill battle 

from the start. Both men and women seemed to take gender roles as natural and didn’t 

question them. As these last two examples show there were still some problems with the 

attitudes towards women in society.  

 

The average woman 

To create a bigger understanding for the behaviour of the women I interviewed, I have 

decided to write down some of the traits that most of them seemed to have in-common. There 

where of course exceptions to these characteristics, but most of the time I found them to be 

true for most of the women that I interviewed. Some of the women did not have all of these 

traits but none of them were without any. 

 

Most women were in general without any higher education and had more often than not only 

attended a few years of elementary school. This was often because her parents could not or 

would not pay for her education or because there were no schools in her area. She did not do 
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any paid labour but was a housewife who helped her husband with whatever profession he 

had, usually a farmer. Her parents chose her husband and in most instances the daughter 

would not have anything to say about it. Her husband was often at the same educational level 

as her and dowry was paid in accordance. After marriage she moved in with her husband at 

her in-laws who would live in another village than her parents. Different degrees of domestic 

abuse would take place in her new home often depending on the amount of dowry that had 

been paid.  

 

Men dominating the public sphere 

In Bangladesh, or at least in Savar, I found that men were in majority in the streets and shops 

when I went out. Almost everyone I meet who had an employment in the public sphere such 

as shopkeepers, rickshaw drivers, market salesmen and so on were men. This is not to say that 

women where completely absent, not at all, but it was a clearly male dominate society.  

 

The most telling example of the difference in how men and women were allowed to move and 

interact in the public sphere I found to be the tea stalls that could be found pretty much 

anywhere where there were people. The tea stalls could be small mobile carts or placed in 

smaller buildings but most of them were small structures made out of corrugated galvanised 

iron and bamboo. The stalls sold different types of snacks, cigarettes, tea and sometimes 

coffee. These stalls seemed to be an important social gathering point where people from the 

community meet in an informal way, shared stories and discussed what was happening in 

their country. The benches at the stalls were often placed in a half circle so that everyone 

could speak to each other and the tea vendor. Almost every day that I worked with ADESH 

we had tea at a tea stall in different places in Savar, Dhaka and other parts of the country. My 

impression was that these stalls filled the same function in all those places. Men were running 

these stalls and the customers were exclusively male.  

 

I asked women in my interviews why they did not socialise at the tea stalls like men did, to 

which they answered that they could meet their friends at home and have tea there instead 

which was much cheaper. I asked men as well why women did not participate in the social 

interactions at the tea stalls something they did not seem to have contemplated at all before. 

They said that they thought that women just didn’t feel comfortable in that setting. But why 

didn’t they feel comfortable there then? I never got a clear answer to that but from my 
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understanding the traditional view was that women’s place were at home making these tea 

stalls into an exclusively male site. 

 

I believe that these tea stalls serve as a good example of how the idea of gender in the public 

sphere in Bangladeshi society in general, helps to preserve the prevailing inequalities between 

genders. While both men and women, according to themselves, have locations where they can 

meet their friends and socialise, these locations differ a lot in certain aspects. For example 

these tea stalls show how men seem to have more power over how money is spent. No one 

questions why men need to go to a tea stall and have their tea instead of drinking it at home 

with their friends. It seems as if it is natural to them that men can go out and drink tea and pay 

more money for it rather than do it at home. The fact that men and not women can spend their 

leisure time like this also gives me the impression that a higher value is put on men’s 

recreation than women’s. Another important difference in my opinion is the company that is 

present in these locations. While women are in their own homes it is likely that they mainly, if 

not exclusively, meet friends they already know who live very close to them and probably live 

similar lives or at least are exposed to many similar influences in their lives. Men on the other 

hand meet both friends and strangers at the tea stalls making it a more diversified social hub. 

New connections can be made at these places with people from other parts of society making 

the men’s social network bigger. What is discussed in these different places may also vary. 

Women who interact with friends who live in their neighbourhood are more likely to talk 

about what is going on in their village while men who meet people who come from other 

places or who they may not know so well might be keener to discuss what is taking place in 

society in a more general sense. From my interviews I did learn that it was women who were 

the most active participants when it came to gossiping and spreading rumours about other 

adult unmarried women. From the time I spent in Savar I also got the impression that while 

men probably spoke a lot about what was going on in their neighbourhood a lot of time was 

also spent talking about what was happening in the whole of Bangladesh as well as in the rest 

of the world. This difference in social interaction reflects the traditional idea about the public 

sphere being a male environment while women belong at home. I believe that the fact that 

women do not interact in the same type of environment as men contribute to making their 

world smaller.  
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Marriage, Patrilineage, Dowry and Gender 

The terms and conditions of marriage give a notion of what the gender relations might look 

like for the members in a society. Depending on whether or not divorce is possible for both 

sexes and what roles people play in the household it is possible to see what the power 

distribution between spouses look like. Most of the women I encountered during the 

interviews had no part in choosing their husband. The members that I interviewed were living 

in patriarchal society where the fathers of the households had most of the power. When 

women get married in the villages in Savar they generally move out of their parent’s home 

and in to that of the new husband’s parents. Kinship is transferred through sons, so called 

patrilineage. In a predominantly patrilineal society, male heirs are essential for the survival of 

the lineage. Without male heirs the lineage dies since only sons can pass on membership. The 

fact that sons are crucial for the survival of the patrilineage causes these societies to have 

built-in cultural mechanisms that favour males. This does not mean that girls are 

automatically seen as an inconvenience or a burden but that the gaining of boys is crucial for 

the patrilineal society, having effects for men and women in institutions such as marriage 

(Stone 2006:81).   

 

Patrilocality 

In the interviews that I conducted I found that the norm among the women was to move in 

with their in-laws after the wedding. Linda Stone writes that a big contribution to the structure 

of patrilineal descent is the patterns of postmarital residence. Females who are born into a 

patrilocal group leave the group when they marry while the males stay. These males will then 

be related patrilineally to each other. It is easy to understand why this group of males who are 

already patrilineally related to each other would adopt a structure of patrilineal descent and 

patrilocality. This structure under these circumstances also makes it easy to transmit rights 

over resources between the members of the group (Stone 2006:73). The fact that the women 

that I interviewed mainly lived in a patrilocal structure has major effects on their potential to 

exert any power at all. The males live with their related kin and have easy access to each other 

when they need to get together or make decisions. They are bound together by blood and 

residence making the potential for solidarity between them high. The risk of jealousy or 

power struggles is also present in an environment such as this and without a clear hierarchy 

the probability of internal conflicts within the group will also increase. Age or economic 
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power may determine the hierarchy in the group (Stone 2006:79). The impression that I got 

from my fieldwork was that age and sex had a bigger impact on one’s place in the hierarchy 

than economic assets. If the group also share a valuable asset this will most likely bind them 

together even more creating an important social unit (Stone 2006:79). Women on the other 

hand face a very different reality than men concerning their place in the social structure. 

Women in the residence are either unmarried, therefore likely youths or children, or married-

in from another village or household making the solidarity between them weaker than that 

between the males. Husbands begin their marital life in an environment they are familiar with 

while brides are the ones who have to make the major adaptations to their new life. Of course 

the domestic situation does not always look the same with all patrilineally related males living 

in the same household and all married-in women being complete strangers to their new 

residence. Sons may move in to their own homes with their families after the father dies. The 

bride might not be completely unfamiliar with the family or the village where they live either 

but in general the patrilocal-patrilineal household support strong built-in differences in the 

conditions of marital and domestic life for men and women (Stone 2006:80). The women in 

Bangladesh did not always move out of their parent’s home and in with their in-laws. 

Sometimes the new husband would move in with the bride and her family if he, for example, 

would work in the area where his new wife lived and his parents would live in another part of 

the country. In such an instance no dowry would need to be paid since the bride wouldn’t 

move in with her in-laws  

 

During my research I found that dowry was the part of the marriage that had the largest 

consequences on the rest of everyday life and the relations between men and women in the 

villages we visited. Among other things dowry gave rise to a preference of sons over 

daughters causing an imbalance of education, healthcare and legal protection between boys 

and girls. It also seemed to affect the terms of divorces. 

 

Divorces 

Most of the population in Bangladesh is Muslim and their legal codes state that women have 

fewer rights than men concerning divorce and inheritance. If women in rural areas break any 

of the strict moral codes they are expected to follow religious leaders will sometimes impose 

punishment on them (URL1). 
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The women in one of the interviews told me that before they started working on the gender 

development programs divorces was one of the problems that undermined the rights and 

values of women in the village. Because they live in a male dominant society a man could 

easily divorce his wife if he felt unhappy with the arrangement. He could therefore use this 

power as leverage to put pressure on his wife and her family to give him more dowry if he felt 

the amount he hade received was insufficient or if no dowry at all hade been paid. Multiple 

marriages were also permitted at the time which meant that the husband could tell his wife 

that he wanted a second wife. If she then did not agree to this he could divorce her and marry 

a new wife and receive dowry from her. After they joined ADESH improvements have been 

made in many of the villages and the threat of divorce is no longer being used in the same 

extent as before. 

 

The origin of Dowry 

Most people that I asked did not seem to know the origin of dowry.  One of the explanations 

was that it has its origins in the gifts that were given to kings and princes, in the past, when 

they got married. If the royalties accepted the gifts the citizens who had given them received 

prestige in the society. This system was developed into a gift system that later developed into 

the dowry system that is in place today. Another explanation was that dowry has its origins in 

Hindu tradition. The bride is being given over to the groom’s family as a new permanent 

family member. The groom and his family will from now on take care of the bride for the rest 

of her life. They therefore receive the dowry as compensation for the new costs that will arise 

with the new bride entering the household. The Muslims in Bangladesh have then adopted this 

tradition from the Hindus. 

 

Before I had heard these explanations for the dowry I thought that maybe it was the ratio of 

women compared to men that had an effect on dowry. I could not find any support for my 

theory among the people I asked but instead found it in Choudhurys book. According to her 

book the sex ratio in 1985 was 106 females for 100 males (Choudhury 1998:10). The fact that 

women outnumber men in society means that it will be harder to find a groom than it is to find 

a bride. Classic economic theories state that the price of a commodity is set depending on the 

supply and demand. In the case of marriages in Bangladesh the supply of grooms was inferior 

to the demand causing the price, or in this case the dowry, to increase. Today the sex ratio has 

increased further and there are only 90 males for 100 females in Bangladesh in the age group 
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of 15-64 years old (URL2). Other age groups have other sex ratios but they are not interesting 

in this context since this age group contains virtually all people who are of a marital age.  

 

A more detailed explanation of the origin of dowry could be found in the literature. In the 

Eurasian countries the economy was primarily based on plow agriculture yielding productive 

harvests which could support large groups of people. As populations increased land became 

more important at the same time as it also became a scarcer resource. The increase in density 

of population and value of land acted as an antagonist in the rise of the state society and the 

creation of economic classes. The control over land became the most important factor for the 

status of people (Stone 2006:238). The more land a family owned the higher was their status. 

As a result families developed an interest in keeping their land properties within the family. 

To make sure that the next generation would have the benefit of the same status, or higher, as 

themselves, the upper classes arranged marriages amongst each other. An inheritance pattern 

was developed so that sons and daughters would receive their fair share. Sons, who were 

direct heirs, would receive their portions of the inheritance mainly in the form of land, while 

daughters, who would move out and become part of another family, would receive their 

portion of their inheritance through dowries at marriage. To find a suitable match for their 

children, the parents would only need to compare the dowry of the potential wife’s with the 

inheritance of the potential groom’s. Even if the objective of the parents were to arrange a 

marriage with someone from the same class, a perfect match is not always possible. Parents 

would be pleased to see their children marry someone from a higher social class since they 

thought it would enhance their own status. Women marrying upward was actually the norm in 

certain areas of India, so called hypergamy. The dowry system helped maintain families class-

belonging (Stone 2006:239). Marrying upward is not necessarily a good thing however, at 

least not for the bride’s value and status in her new home. Stone and James point out how the 

bride’s family traditionally will be religiously and socially inferior to the groom’s family. 

According to Hindu tradition the bride is seen as a religious gift who can only marry, or be 

given, upward in society. The bride and her family will therefore be subordinate to the groom, 

something that might affect the attitude of the groom towards them (Stone & James 

1995:312). Dowry is also better suited for monogamy. The new couple’s assets go into a 

conjunctional fund that will be divided amongst the children. If the man has more than one 

wife who brings dowry to the marriage it will be far more complicated to give the children 

their fair share of their inheritance (Stone 2006:239). 
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The idea that dowry is a form of female inheritance and property in India is opposed by Stone 

and James in an article they wrote about bride-burnings, a phenomenon in which wives are 

killed by their husbands and/or in-laws (usually burned to death) because of inadequate dowry 

(Stone & James 1995:307). Women there do not have any control over these properties and 

are nothing more than vehicles in the transmission of dowry. They themselves do not receive 

the dowry, instead it is their husbands and in-laws who will be given the dowry and who 

decide how to utilize it (Stone & James 1995:308). This was also the impression that I got 

about the situation among the group members in Savar during my fieldwork. 

 

Alternative to Dowry 

Not all cultures that make transactions of wealth connected to marriages do this in the form of 

dowry. In the subSaharan regions of Africa the kin of the groom gives gifts to the kin of the 

bride, so called bride wealth (Stone 2006:237). In this system males inherit from their fathers 

while females inherit from their mothers. This type of inheritance system is suitable for 

societies without socioeconomic classes. Wealth moves in and out of families depending on 

the sex of the offspring. In the case of the Nuer for example, if one generation get many 

daughters they will receive a lot of cattle in bride wealth and temporarily become wealthy but 

the next generation might have many sons which will lead to a big drainage of wealth. This 

constant rotation of wealth depending on the number of sons and daughters in each generation 

will prevent socioeconomic classes from emerging. The bride wealth system also allows for 

the emergence of a polygyny. Since marrying off a son is related to a large payment, sons will 

tend to marry late so the family can accumulate the wealth that is needed. Daughters on the 

other hand will be married off as soon as possible to bring in bride wealth to the family that 

can pay for the sons’ marriages. There will therefore be a surplus of women in a marriageable 

age allowing some men to have more than one wife (Stone 2006:238). 

 

What affects the dowry 

In Bangladesh the groom’s family will act differently depending on how rich the bride’s 

father is. If the father is very rich it is likely that the groom’s family will not ask for any 

dowry at all. The groom’s family will assume that the bride will receive a big inheritance 

when her father dies so to avoid jeopardizing a lucrative marriage they will not ask for any 

dowry. The irony of this is that in the interviews most women would say that a woman will 
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rarely take her part of her inheritance so that she will not to create ill will with her brothers. I 

was told that there is a superstition that a woman who takes land from her brothers will 

become unhappy causing them to relinquish that part of the inheritance. 

 

The biggest factor when it comes to the amount of dowry being paid at weddings is the groom 

and his qualities. The amount of dowry varied depending on which group I asked but the traits 

that were important was always the same. A well educated groom with a job would be the 

most costly for the bride’s father. It was estimated that such a groom would require about 

500 000 BDT, gold and furniture in dowry payment. An educated man without a job would 

require about 300 000 BDT. And a poorly educated man without a job would require 100 000 

– 200 000 BDT and gold in dowry payment. An unexpected factor has also affected the 

dowry. The recent global financial crisis caused the price of gold to rise as investors searched 

to find an alternative to stocks and bonds. As a result it is now more costly for the bride’s 

family to give the groom gold as part of the dowry. I was told at one of the interviews how 

this had caused problems for one of the member’s nieces. Before the wedding, the families 

had agreed upon dowry being paid in the form of gold necklaces. But because of the new 

higher price the bride’s family, who is poor, could no longer afford to purchase the necklaces 

and the bride is now being subjected to domestic abuse to put pressure on the parents to pay 

the dowry. 

 

The bride may also affect the amount of dowry. If the groom is very interested in the bride 

because she is very pretty or because he has deep feelings for her it is unlikely that he or his 

family will ask for any dowry. Unfortunately for some brides the opposite is also true. If the 

bride is perceived to be unattractive in any way a higher amount of dowry will be asked for. 

Skin colour, for example, is a physical aspect that is considered when the attractiveness of 

brides is decided. A lighter skin colour is preferred rather than a dark. One of the women who 

had been married for the past twenty years told me that she would not have been able to get 

married today because of her dark skin colour demanded such a high dowry.  

 

Barbara D. Miller argued that the sexual division of labour also affects the dowry that might 

be given at a marriage. Her studies were made in northern India and her hypothesis was that 

labour requirements for men and women determine the family’s preferences concerning 

number and sex of offspring. The demand of female labour was according to Miller an 

important factor when it came to dowries and bride wealth. In areas where there was little 
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demand for female labour, larger dowries were prevailing, but in areas where female labour 

was in high demand, smaller dowries or even bride wealth would be most common (Miller 

1987:499). Most of the women that I interviewed did not have jobs, or at least not jobs outside 

of the household. Wilson-Moore wrote in an article of how female production in Bangladesh 

was overlooked by male society even though it was an important economical and nutritional 

contribution to the family, something that I will investigate further later in my thesis. I am 

uncertain if the relation that Miller described was present in Savar as well. It didn’t seem as if 

female labour was in any great demand in agriculture or the public sphere. The women who 

were highly educated and had good jobs could marry men from a higher social class where 

dowry was frowned upon but there was also a risk that these women would require a higher 

dowry since their husband needed to match her. If he would come from a lower class it is 

likely that he and his family would ask for a dowry equivalent to his value. Staff at ADESH 

told me that if a woman has a job when she gets married her in-laws will not ask for any 

dowry because they will take part of her income after the wedding. 

 

Women complained to me that their parents had difficulties paying the dowry since they were 

often poor. These sums were a great expense for them making them even poorer than before. 

Disagreements between the families about the size of the dowry would often damage their 

relationship creating resentment between them. Failure to provide the expected amount of 

dowry would create dire hardship for the bride who because of it would often be subjected to 

domestic abuse and deprived of her rights such as the possibility of visiting her parent’s 

house. 

 

Taking advantage of the dowry system 

When the dowry system is such an established phenomenon in the society it comes as no 

surprise that some men will take advantage of it to make easy money. Handicapped women 

rarely get married and when they do it requires a huge dowry. I was told of a rich father who 

had a mentally handicapped daughter and who had to pay a huge dowry to the husband when 

she was married. The father gave the groom money, furniture and a car at the wedding so that 

the groom would be able to take care of his new wife and be able to generate money on his 

own. This was not enough however. The groom continued to demand more payments after the 

wedding and the father would supply him whatever he wanted to keep his daughter happy. 

The groom was still not happy and he sent his wife back to her father claiming that they were 
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having difficulties in the marriage. This caused the father to give the groom even more 

payments so that the groom would allow the daughter to move back into his home.  

 

Prestige 

When it comes to dowry the whole society seems to have a perplexed perception of what is 

acceptable and under what circumstances. Depending on when the dowry is given, the 

amount, who you ask and what agreement that’s been made different parties will be viewed 

differently in the Bangladeshi society. It gives cause to many arguments and conflicts within 

and between families. If brothers had been given different amounts of dowry the sibling 

relationship could take harm because of pride and prestige among the brothers and as I wrote 

earlier conflicts would arise if the wrong amount of dowry was given at marriage.  

 

Employees of ADESH told me that in high society dowry is seen as a luxurious way to give 

the new couple gifts at their weeding. The poorer segments of society have then adopted this 

phenomenon to be perceived as richer than they are. If no dowry is given by the brides family 

rumours can easily arise that the family is poor. It is not the groom’s family who will spread 

rumours that the bride’s family is poor but the rest of the village will talk about it behind their 

backs. The idea that someone is poor if they don’t give dowry when their daughters get 

married has put pressure on people to give dowry whether they want to or not. It might 

therefore be hard to oppose the system even if it is perceived as destructive because of the 

social pressure that is placed on the parties. During my interviews I was however given an 

innovative example of how parents of a bride couple challenged the existing system without 

risking the rest of society calling them poor. Both families where rich and did not wish to 

participate in a system that they perceived as bad. On the day of the weeding instead of giving 

the groom’s family dowry the groom came to the village in a helicopter and picked up the 

bride to take her to her new home. Everyone in the village either saw the event or heard of it 

afterwards and no one could claim that the families were poor. 

 

There is a consensus in general that dowry is bad and people who are not involved in it at the 

time will say that dowry is bad while the people who are involved will be of a different 

opinion. The father who is giving dowry will not keep quiet about it. He will want everyone to 

know that he has given dowry because he feels that he is showing the community that he has 

value and the ability to pay dowry to the groom’s father. This is not something that he will tell 
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others before or during the weeding but after when he has given the dowry. The father who 

has received dowry on the other hand would never admit to taking dowry because of the 

shame that it is associated with. 

 

If both families are educated there are certain scenarios that will lower the respect of the bride 

when it concerns dowry. If the bride’s father gives dowry when the groom and his family 

have not asked for it the respect of the bride will diminish. It is not perceived as sophisticated 

to give dowry in certain social classes and it may also be seen as an insult to give dowry under 

these circumstances. If however both families have agreed that dowry will be given after the 

wedding then it will not have any effect on the respect the daughter receives. This is as long 

as the amount of dowry is equivalent to what was agreed upon. If it is lower it will be seen as 

an insult. This is because the dowry is a representation of the value of the groom. Giving less 

than what was agreed upon gives the groom and his family the impression that the bride’s 

father does not respect the groom. 

 

As an example of how dowry was perceived by different parties there is a story that I was told 

by one of the women. When one of the group members got married her father was very eager 

to pay dowry to the groom’s father. When the marriage was to take place and the payment be 

made the groom’s father refused to accept the dowry and said that there was no need to pay. 

He was thereby showing the community what a progressive and modern man he was and that 

he valued gender equality that the group members were being taught. However when the bride 

moved to the groom’s house and the father saw that she did not bring any dowry with her he 

started to harass her and denied her to visit her father’s house. When her father realised what 

was happening he sent over gifts to end the abuse. When the groom’s father later received the 

gifts she was then allowed to travel and visit her father’s house. The groom’s father wanted to 

create the impression in the society that he was a good man who would not accept dowry. He 

believed that no matter how much he would refuse to accept the dowry the bride’s father 

would still send him dowry and he would thereby come out as a winner. 

 

Prestige connected to marriage does not only come from the exchange of dowry, marriage 

itself is a source of prestige and respect. An unmarried woman will not be treated in the same 

way as a married woman. Sometimes even the woman’s parents will harass her if they think 

she is taking to long to get married. At the interviews women told me that some women who 

do not get married kill themselves while others develop mental insanity because of their 
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status. This might be from the treatment they receive. This might also be stories told to 

women to motivate them to get married. 

 

Dowry inflation 

From my interviews I got the impression that the amounts of dowry demanded by grooms and 

their families was constantly increasing making it harder and harder for the bride’s father to 

provide what he thought was expected of him. One woman, who had been married for the past 

20 years, told me that if she would get married today her father would not be able to afford 

the dowry because the expected amount had increased. Stone writes about this problem 

occurring in Europe during the fourteenth century. This became a big social problem. Many 

women did not get married due to the fact that her father could not afford the dowry. 

According to Stone part of the problem was the fact that dowries were used by the fathers to 

display their own social status. The rise in dowry-amounts was not driven by greedy grooms 

but by status-seeking fathers. In fact, accepting a big dowry from a bride’s father did not 

necessarily mean that the groom became richer. The dowry often just re-circulated and was 

used as dowry when the groom’s sisters or daughters were married (Stone 2006:248). My 

understanding was that this was what was going on in the villages where I did my interviews 

as well.  

 

Another explanation to why there has been a rise in the general size of dowry is the fact that 

the economy itself has changed. Stone and James write of how India has changed into a 

market and cash economy over the last 150 years which has affected the dowry in the country 

(Stone & James 1995:309). This is very relevant for the situation in Bangladesh since the 

country was a part of India up to 1947 when the British left the area. Bangladesh and India 

share much of their cultural background and have gone through some of the same economical 

changes. There are many similarities between these two countries concerning the rules and 

traditions surrounding marriage. Both of them have patrilineal descent and patrilocality where 

several generations live together and the wife often have a subordinate role to her husband 

and in-laws (Stone & James 1995:311). Dowry is also illegal in Bangladesh as well as in 

India. Stone and James write that much, if not the whole dowry, would previously consist of 

items that were produced domestically by members of the bride’s family. But as the economy 

has changed so has also the expectations of what will be given as dowry. The gifts no longer 

consist of homemade items, like garments and clothing, but instead out of consumer goods 
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and cash. The values of these items are higher than what was traditionally given which the 

authors believe is because of a new consumerism and status seeking lifestyle (Stone & James 

1995:309). This demand for more and more dowry and the prestige involved contributes to 

domestic abuse most of the women seemed to experience at one point or another in their 

marriage. 

 

Domestic abuse 

During all interviews domestic violence and mental abuse was mentioned as problems women 

often face in the Bangladeshi society. Men would beat and assault their wives for different 

reasons but it seemed to be rooted in a frustration they felt over the situation they were in. The 

women said that poverty and male ego made the men act the way they did and punish the 

women if they made mistakes. The treatment was also given to women when their husbands 

felt that they had not been given enough dowry. The abuse was then used to pressure the 

women and their families to give the men more dowry.  

 

Dowry has been illegal in Bangladesh since 1980 (Choudhury 1998:14). Even so it still seems 

to be a widespread phenomenon in the villages where I did my interviews. It is not called 

dowry though, but is instead said to be gifts from the bride’s family to the groom. So why do 

the parents continue to give dowry when it is expensive and an illegal act? The general 

thought about dowry seemed to be that if no dowry was given then the woman would not be 

able to find a good husband or any husband at all for that matter. People also thought that a 

sufficient dowry would make sure that the bride would be treated well in her new home and 

would make up for a bride having undesirable traits such as dark skin. A common problem 

among the women in the groups seemed to be that their husbands felt they hadn’t been given 

enough dowry something that would often result in wives being subjected to mental and 

physical abuse and in extreme cases would be killed. 

 

A daughter to one of the members was at the time of the interview married to a businessman. 

The families had agreed upon an amount of dowry that they thought sufficient before the 

wedding and part of it had also been paid at the weeding. Afterwards the bride’s family could 

not afford to pay the remaining amount of dowry and the bride started to be subjected to 

domestic abuse. The husband restricted the physical abuse to the genitals of his wife so that 

she could not display her wounds as evidence of the abuse. She went to her parents for help 
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and they arranged a meeting with other members where they confronted her husband about 

the physical abuse and he agreed to stop it. The wife then moved back in with her husband 

hoping this would be the end of the domestic abuse. Unfortunately for her it was not. Her 

husband soon continued with his previous behaviour and also began threatening her saying 

that he would cut of her lips if he did not get the dowry he had been promised. The situation 

was still without a solution while I was there and the bride had at that time moved back into 

her parental home. This might seem brutal but the sad truth is that these sorts of occurrences 

are common and some times things get out of hand. 

 

Bride burnings connected to disagreements over dowry payments is something that many 

people have heard occurs in India. In Bangladesh the violence between spouses did not seem 

to escalate to that level very often but I was told of an incident that happened a few years prior 

to my visit. A female member of ADESH had two daughters and had married off the oldest of 

them. An agreement between the families was made about dowry that would be paid. 

However when the wedding took place the bride’s family could not afford to pay the dowry 

that they had agreed upon. The marriage was carried through anyway but the in-laws of the 

bride began to harass her to put pressure on her parents to pay the dowry. No dowry was still 

paid since they could not afford it, leading to an escalation in physical and mental abuse of the 

bride. One day the mother of the bride received a phone call from the in-laws telling her that 

her daughter had committed suicide and had been buried two days ago. They claimed they 

hadn’t called earlier because there had been so much to take care of with the burial and all. 

Neither the bride’s family nor anyone else who heard the story believed the in-laws. It made 

no sense not to contact the bride’s family until two days after she had been buried. It was 

believed that that the in-laws had chosen to wait with calling her parents until after the burial 

so that they would not be able to examine the body in search of evidence of a crime. The 

bride’s family could not afford to launch an investigation to confirm their suspicions and the 

case was closed. 

 

So why do the bride’s parents give in to extortions and give more dowries instead of just 

taking their daughter home and relieve her of an unhappy and destructive marriage? I believe 

that there are a few possible explanations for this behaviour. First of all there is the idea from 

India that brides marry upward, so called hypergamy (Stone & James 1995:312). This way of 

enhancing the family’s own status by making sure their daughter married upward seemed to 

be present in Savar as well to some extent or at least it seemed to be desirable for the daughter 
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to marry upward. Even if this was not the case the groom and his family would most of the 

time seem to have more authority than the bride and her family considering the marriage and 

could therefore make demands unquestioned. This difference in authority may exist because 

of the traditional notion that the groom’s family has a higher status than the bride’s family. 

People in general have the mindset that husbands by nature have more authority than their 

wives and therefore tolerate certain behaviour from him. Women in general did have a lower 

status than men, which I am certain affected the division of authority. The groom and his 

family being associated with the male sex while the bride and her family is being associated 

with the female sex. The married couple also resides with the groom’s family giving the 

family an advantage over the bride and her family when it comes to claiming what terms are 

meant to be followed and what they need to take care of the bride. This residence is the turf of 

the groom and his family giving them authority. The bride is the one who needs to make the 

big adaptations and it is difficult for her family to intervene and decide how things should be 

handled in someone else’s home. The fact that there are more women in a marital age than 

men probably also affects the situation. Since there is a good supply of brides the families 

know that the grooms can easily find a new bride if he were to be displeased with the one he 

has, while the bride on the other hand would have a more difficult time finding a new 

husband. This notion will also contribute to the uneven distribution of authority between the 

families.  

 

Second there seemed to be a stigma towards adult unmarried women in Savar. Families were 

in general concerned about finding their daughter a good match and marrying her before she 

got too old. Adult women who were not married would be subjected to harassments from 

other women in the village and in some cases even from their own parents. Why this 

happened the women themselves did not seem to be fully aware of and when I asked them 

they did not have a good answer. I did find a possible explanation in the article from Stone 

and James when they wrote of how unmarried women were viewed in the Indian society. 

According to them unmarried adult women were seen as uncontrollable sexual beings. Having 

an adult unmarried daughter who has all the potential of being a sexual threat in society was 

associated with great shame for the parents who would therefore do their best to make sure 

that their daughter would get married and stay married (Stone & James 1995:312). I was 

unable to find any deeper explanation to why adult unmarried women seemed to be such a 

taboo thing but from my own experiences in Savar I find the explanation that Stone and James 

gives is highly likely to be relevant here as well. Except for the religion India and Bangladesh 
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share a common history and cultural background and most of what they wrote of dowry in 

India I found to be true for Bangladesh as well. Other than a wife and mother there does not 

really seem to be any other accepted role for women in the villages. 

 

The third reason why parents are willing to give in to extortion might be the fact that they 

share a trait with many others, the fact that they do not want to make a bad investment. For 

most families wedding a daughter was very expensive. During many interviews I was told of 

what big effects the amount dowry had on the bride’s father’s economy. If he then were to 

refuse to give in to the demands of the groom and his family there would be a risk that the 

groom began talking of divorce. If a divorce was realised the father would not get his dowry 

back and he would also need to support his grown daughter and find her a new husband who 

he would need to pay a new dowry. It is therefore understandable that the father would rather 

give in to the demands of more dowry rather than risking losing everything he has already put 

in to the marriage.   

 

Dowry and corruption 

In the Bangladeshi society corruption is a major problem causing development and economic 

growth to suffer. It is present in all levels of society and everyone needs to deal with it at one 

point or another. For example I was told that some doctors who work at public hospitals will 

tell their patients that they can’t help them at the hospital and they will have to come to their 

private practises for help. At the practice the doctor will be able to earn more money from the 

patient since he will be paid directly. When people have legal problems they might be forced 

to pay the police if they wish to file a report in a reasonable amount of time and if you are 

applying for a job a bribe won’t hurt your chances. 

 

A male member of ADESH told me that he had been made a victim of corruption when he 

was applying for the police force. The man was at the time of the interview studying for his 

bachelor’s degree at the university since his ambition of becoming a police officer had been 

made impossible. After he had finished primary school he took the necessary test that the 

police required all applicants to pass before they were admitted to the police academy. The 

man passed all tests and was then going to be reviewed by one of the officers to se if he had a 

criminal past or any other baggage that would make him unfit for the police force. When the 

man applied he had written the address where he was registered even though he was now 
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residing at another address in Savar. The officer went to the address he had written on the 

application and found nothing wrong as far a criminal background. He then went to the man’s 

address in Savar and told him that he should not have reported an address other than the one 

where he resides but that he would overlook the mistake if the man paid him 200 000 BDT. 

The man did not have that much money and was unable to pay the officer who reacted by 

giving the man a negative report causing him to lose any possibility of joining the police 

force.  

 

Dowry is not the same thing as a bribe but there are some similarities. Love marriages are rare 

among people in the villages and it is often the parents who will decide who their sons and 

daughters will marry. In the example I gave earlier I wrote about how a rich man was forced 

to pay the groom huge amounts to marry off his daughter and to treat her well. This is a good 

example of how similar dowry can be to bribes. The groom seems to have little interest in 

marrying the women for any other reasons than her father’s money. The groom is in a power 

position compared to the father in this situation since the father is dependent on the groom to 

be able to marry his daughter. Using domestic abuse as a form of extortion to receive more 

dowry also seemed relatively common in the villages where I did my interviews. Asking for 

more dowry to marry a bride or to treat her well reminds me of the story about the man who 

intended to join the police force. The idea of giving gifts to improve relations and express 

mutual respect is present in many cultures and the Bangladeshi culture seemed to be no 

different. Unfortunately this custom seemed have gone out of hand somewhat and “gifts” 

were no longer an optional way of expressing respect but rather something mandatory and 

calling it actual gifts feels a bit misleading. In some interviews people would not refer to 

dowry as dowry but as gifts, probably because of the legal aspect, but the difference seemed 

trivial. The fact that people were not respecting the law in this matter should come as no 

surprise in a country where I several times was told that the only rule is not to follow the 

rules. This was told to me as a joke but seemed to have a lot of truth to it. Bangladesh have 

had major problems with corruption in different parts of society and many cases of corruption 

on a government level have been investigated (URL1). If politicians and other state 

employees won’t follow their own laws how can you expect people in the countryside to do 

so? 
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Agriculture and Gender 

The plow agricultural economy that was prevalent in Eurasia did not just contribute to the 

emergence of classes but also had effects on the division of labour in the family. The female 

role in production decreased while the work of males became central in agriculture. In 

economies based on hoe agriculture, which predated plow agriculture, women were seen as a 

valuable part of the workforce as well as mothers, while they only had the role as mothers in 

economies based on plow agriculture. In the higher classes family members did not take part 

in physical labour, leaving the job to a hired workforce. This did not mean that men did not 

take part in the production but instead acted as managers, a role that women rarely had (Stone 

2006:240).  

 

Being a productive part of the workforce seems to have some importance for the equality 

between genders. In some families it was not the gender that determined one’s place in the 

household but the amount of money they contributed to it. But even here there exists 

problems when it concerns gender. Because much of the production that women are 

responsible for is overlooked by their husbands as well as people who are working for a more 

gender equal society, at least according to Wilson-Moore who wrote an article about gender 

programs in Bangladesh. Women rarely have a job in the public sphere and therefore they do 

not have any employment but instead help with postharvest activities, household chores and 

homestead gardening. But because their labour takes place within the home their production 

often goes unnoticed even if it is a substantial contribution to the household. Wilson-Moore 

argues that the homestead gardening that rural women in Bangladesh engage in serves as a 

good stepping stone for development strategies for women since it does not threaten or 

impose on a traditional male activity. The homestead gardening also lets the women 

contribute to the family by providing nutrients and have the excess crops sold in the markets 

(Wilson-Moore 2001:546). Gardening is not an exclusively female activity however. Both 

men and women grow vegetables in the home garden but they differ in what kind of crops 

they choose to cultivate. Women grow indigenous crops to a larger extent than males who are 

more keen on growing imported crops, something that may have a connection to the fact that 

men to a larger extent are part of the public sphere while women’s domain is the home. This 

difference in choice of crops may exist because men get exposed to more influences in the 

marketplace than women and therefore want to experiment more in their cultivation of 

vegetables. The pattern of vegetable cultivation also differs between men and women. Men 
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tend to endorse a more European style of gardens with one single type of crop planted in neat 

rows. The women’s gardens have a more jumbled appearance consisting of several different 

types of crops planted in such a fashion so that they will ripe a different times giving the 

household a fresh supply of nutrients for a longer period. This type of gardening tends to be 

more adapted to the seasonal changes and require less input than that of the men. Even though 

the result of their labour is being presented at every meal husbands often fail to notice their 

wives gardening efforts, partly because their gardens are so similar to the natural 

undergrowth, but maybe also because of the general attitude towards female production 

(Wilson-Moore 2001:547). 

 

An aspect that needs to be considered when female participation in the workforce is being 

discussed is the fact that they are operating in a poor country with high unemployment rates. I 

am not sure that the direst aspect for the gender development in the country is whether or not 

the women have employment. I think it might be more important to raise awareness about the 

economic activities that women are already a part of and give them the recognition they 

deserve. The fact that people tend to overlook female production in the home such as 

household work is not unique to Bangladesh. This has been going on for a long time in 

Western countries as well. Activities that are not connected to employment or paid labour is 

often overlooked and not considered production. But these activities can often be done by 

professionals, cleaning and cooking can be hired out to a maid, home improvements can be 

hired out to carpenters, plumbers and electricians. Having someone in the family who does 

these jobs does not bring home an extra pay check but it does reduce the expenditures of the 

household. Most women that I interviewed did not have employment but they were active in 

other economic activities such as raising livestock and poultry, growing mushrooms and 

vegetables or handcrafts. These activities are not employed labour but they are important to 

the households. 

 

Inheritance 

When it came to the right to inheritance both sons and daughters had a right to their father’s 

properties. In the groups where I did my interviews sons were entitled to twice as much as 

daughters when they inherited from their parents. And a wife would receive one-eight of her 

husband’s assets. This relation of shares is stated in the Shariah law which is practiced in 

Bangladesh (Choudhury 1998:89).  
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In practice few daughters would exercise their right to the inheritance or only claim part of it. 

I received different explanations to why women did not claim what was rightfully theirs. 

Some argued that they themselves did not feel that they had any need for their part since they 

now lived with their husbands and his family and where taken care of by them. This sounded 

a bit strange to me since the groom families often seemed so eager to get as much dowry as 

they possibly could, so why would they not be equally interested in seeing that the bride 

received her inheritance? As it were the in-law families would put pressure on the women to 

claim their share of the inheritance but it was difficult for them to convince their brothers to 

give them what they wanted and even if they could have convinced their brothers, they had 

good reasons to keep their brothers happy.  

 

Other reasons that women gave for not collecting their inheritance was that their brothers 

were unwilling to give it to them. Since the assets where to be found in the father’s house 

where the brothers lived it was hard for the sisters to claim it. They could take legal actions 

against their brothers but it was a costly option that few could afford. In general when the 

women claimed their inheritance they would only ask for money or other assets that was easy 

to move. As I wrote earlier there is a superstition that women who take land from her brothers 

will become unhappy. They would not claim land and if they did they would sell it to their 

brothers at a lower price than the market price. If they sell the land to someone else there 

would be a risk that the new owner and the brothers would not get along causing problems 

that might reflect badly on the relationship to the sister. In general it seemed that the sisters 

would try to avoid any actions that might cause their relationship to their brothers to be 

negatively affected. They said that they wanted to maintain a good relationship to their 

brothers in case they were ever forced to leave their husband’s home because of divorce or 

they became widowed. The brothers have a responsibility to take care of their sisters in such 

an instance but the process might be smoother if there is no bad blood between them. What 

they did get from their inheritance they did not keep for themselves either but was forced to 

give up to their husband and in-laws. Taking their share of the inheritance therefore seemed 

rather pointless since it would do them little good. The fact that women get deprived of their 

share of the inheritance is not something that is unique to the women that I interviewed. 

Choudhury also describe in her book how women would not receive any inheritance because 

of their brothers. She wrote that women would often deny themselves their rightful share to 

maintain a good relationship to her brother. The reason for this would be that if the woman 
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were widowed or divorced she would move back into her parental home where the brother 

now would be the head of the family. Brothers are expected to take care of their sisters and 

her children if she is widowed or divorced. The women therefore thought that it would be 

advantageous to keep a good relationship to her brother (Choudhury 1998:89). 

 

Goody believes that dowry is a way to transmit properties between generations. This sort of 

devolution does not just consist of inheritance but also education, marriage transactions 

(dowry and bride wealth) and other transactions between relatives. Dowry is not excluding 

daughters from inheritance. In fact dowry and inheritance are both devolution between 

generations which gives daughters access to their parents properties (Goody 2000:86-87). 

There are however problems with this theory at least in the society where I did my research. 

First of all a woman needs to get married if her father is to give any dowry. So it is an 

inheritance that needs a counterclaim to be paid. But the big problem with calling dowry 

inheritance is the fact that the women that I spoke to did not seem to have much or any control 

over it. It was their husbands and in-laws that decided how the dowry would be utilised. The 

bride did not seem to have any claim to the dowry that was given. If her husband would die 

she would be entitled to 1/8 of his assets but in a patrilocal society where brothers and father 

share control over properties it can be a legal nightmare for a woman to claim her share. All 

widows did not need to move out of her home if her husband died however. Depending on the 

situation some women would continue to live with their husband’s family and in such a case 

there would be no problems dividing the assets as far as the wife was concerned. But for the 

ones who had to move out of their in-laws house, not getting the dowry back and attempting 

to claim their share of their inheritance might prove to be an impossible task. It is therefore 

not really suitable to classify dowry as inheritance since women don’t seem to have any 

control over it. 

 

I was told that even though women did not have any control over the dowry that was given, 

they would not be denied of anything in the initial state of the marriage. Tradition stated that 

during the first year of marriage the groom was obliged to provide his new wife with 

whatever she needed. Even though this might be enough for some women it does not seem to 

make up for the structural imbalance that is present concerning women rights to assets and 

property. I also doubt that all of the new bride’s wants and needs will be satisfied during the 

first year. The groom and his family were in general poor so they could not provide the bride 

with whatever she wanted but that’s not what I am talking about. Domestic abuse was very 
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present among the women I interviewed. It was often used to extort more dowry from the 

bride’s parents. The idea was that when the parents saw that their daughter was unhappy they 

would send more dowry to make sure she was treated well. Why would such a groom then 

care to provide his bride with what she needed and wanted just because it was tradition if he 

otherwise put so much energy into making her unhappy so that he would receive more dowry?  

 

What affects the power structure  

Apart from dowry there are other things that affect the power structures between men and 

women in Savar. In marriage it is in general the wife who leaves her parental home and 

moves to the house of her in-laws. This means that she from the start is at a disadvantage. 

Men in general also tend to chose brides younger than themselves. From what I have 

understood the bride should be at least five years younger. There are two main reasons for 

this. The most important factor for the men is that his new wife is a virgin. Youth will not 

guarantee this but it will make it more likely. 

 

Stone sees a connection between the emergence of the dowry system and focus on girls’ 

virginity. As the importance of controlling marriage partners of children to protect one’s class 

belonging increased, so did also the importance of controlling the offspring’s premarital 

activities. One way of promoting chastity among girls and prevent unwanted premarital 

relations was to put a big positive value on virginity among girls (Stone 2006:240). The 

reason for this was to protect the dowry from lower class males who would attempt to claim it 

through impregnating higher class females (Stone 2006:241). 

 

According to some of my informers, men also want a wife that is fertile and believe that 

chances are bigger with a younger wife. Another factor that I also think might play a part in 

the cultural norm and male preference of younger wives is something that Stone brings up in 

her book concerning bride wealth and polygyny. If men are older than women when they 

enter their first marriage there will be a built in surplus of marriageable women in society 

(Stone 2006:238). The consequence of this norm with an older groom and a younger bride 

also means that her authority will diminish. It is easier for a man to control a wife a few years 

younger than himself than what it is with a wife of the same age. These are however not the 

only things that are effecting the power structures at home.  
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Assets 

Many of the women I meet in the field did not own any assets whatsoever. This means that 

they are put in a very vulnerable position since they are completely dependent on their 

husbands and in-laws when it comes to their livelihood. If they get divorced they will not 

have any assets to fall back on and they rarely take what they are entitled to from their 

husbands creating disequilibrium in power. Having assets of their own or being involved in 

the families economy makes a big difference in case the husband would die. 

 

In one of the interviews a woman told us that her husband had taught her how to handle 

money and shared with her information on where their assets were and how to access them. 

He had later died but thanks to the fact that he had shared information with his wife she was 

then able to access the assets so that she could continue to support herself and their children. 

Sharing this kind of information with your spouse may not seem like a big deal but the 

difference between sharing and not sharing can be great for the people involved. The husband 

of another woman in the same group had also died but he had not shared this kind of 

information with his wife which meant that she had no chance to know where their savings 

were or how to retrieve them. The husband’s death was therefore not only a social tragedy but 

also an economical tragedy for his wife. 

 

The opinion of the importance of assets varied between different groups that I meet. Some 

groups were certain that a woman who owned assets had a bigger confidence and received 

more respect while other groups said that assets did not have any effect on status one way or 

the other. The only pattern that I could find when it came to the opinion of the importance of 

assets was that the groups that had members who owned assets perceived that they had an 

effect on their status while groups of women where no one owned any assets seemed to think 

that it would not have any effect on their status. Maybe it was the fact that women who owned 

assets felt a bigger confidence that also made them feel that they received more respect or 

maybe they received more respect because of their confidence. This difference in opinion 

could be because each group was justifying their own situation to themselves. When it comes 

to assets the work that ADESH and other NGOs do mean a change in the ruling paradigm. 

Traditionally women do not own any assets but to become and stay a member of ADESH the 

women had to save some money each month with the effect that they would get their own 

savings account. 
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As I have already written Stone describes how plow agriculture was an important factor in the 

emergence of economic classes and state in Eurasia. This type of agriculture was also the 

reason why land became a valuable and much sought after asset. Because of this women 

would rarely inherit it since they would move out of their parental home after marriage. 

Instead boys would inherit it so that the land would stay within the family. In Savar one of the 

highest valued assets in the villages was land. It was also an asset that was rarely given as 

dowry. By Islamic law daughters were entitled to a certain portion of their fathers assets, 

including land. They would however never claim their rightful share. During my field visit I 

got the impression that land was not only an important asset in the countryside, where it made 

out peoples livelihood, but that it was important in all parts of society both as an economic 

asset and an indicator of status. Part of the reason why this occurred to me was the fact that I 

was asked how much land my own family owned. When I explained that we did not own that 

much land and that owning land was not very common in the cities the people I spoke to 

seemed surprised. 

 

Positive effects of group membership 

At the first couple of interviews I would ask the members if they found it to be advantageous 

for them to be a part of ADESHs work program. I always received positive responses but after 

a woman answered with the question “why would we otherwise still be members?” I decided 

to only ask them what positive effects they had experienced from their participation. One 

woman told me that her economic situation had been very bad earlier. She heard of ADESH 

and the work they did and applied for a loan. She was granted the money and used it to buy a 

tractor which she used to cultivate her land to yield a bigger harvest. She could also charge a 

fee to cultivate other peoples land earning her some extra money. Today she has repaid her 

dept and is living a more prosperous life than before. 

 

At another interview two women who had been members for the past six years told me that 

they had found the education that ADESH provided to be most helpful in their efforts to raise 

their level of respect in society. At first they started their membership of ADESH and 

received their training in income generating activities, gender equality, human rights and 

more. After that they took the loans that ADESH offered them and used the education they 

had received to start their own income generating activities. One of them started cultivating 
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mushrooms while the other began working with cattle culture. Both of them make enough 

money on these activities to repay their loans and save. They felt that their power had 

increased as well as their living standard thanks to the activities ADESH involved them in. 

 

Creating groups that meet each month mainly seemed to be a way of making the work of 

ADESH effective, instead of seeing one member at a time which would make it impossible 

the reach as many people as they do. This way of managing their members seemed to have 

positive side effects though. In a patrilocal society men will have natural alliances, made out 

of male relatives, in their home area to whom they can turn to if they need help with anything. 

Women do not have this in the same way since they often move out of their own village when 

they marry. The groups themselves seemed to raise the members’ confidence since they acted 

as a counterweight to the allegiances the men already had. In the groups women could find the 

same type of support as men had in their groups. If one woman went to the police to report a 

crime she would often be dismissed if the perpetrator was a man. But as many stories that the 

women told showed, making a report as a group yielded more success. As part of a group the 

women could make their voices herd and se results. It is possible to imagine what a boost in 

confidence this must be to someone who is given no respect at home. Suddenly they could 

make a difference in their own lives and were not confined to accepting the injustices they 

faced. One woman who was a Hindu had married a man in the village because she loved him. 

This marriage had not however been authorised by the parents and since tradition states that 

the parents decides who their children will marry they did not accept the marriage. The 

woman then turned to the group members of ADESH in her village and told them of her 

problem. The women then went to her in-laws and told them about equality and gender 

development to make them understand why they were acting inappropriately and why they 

should accept the marriage. The in-laws changed their minds after the meeting and accepted 

the wife as a member of the family. Inspired by the effects of the meeting the young wife then 

decided to join the group to gain further advantageous from their activities. At the time of the 

interview she was still happily married to her husband and they had recently gotten their first 

child. 

 

Another story that was told during one of the interviews described an incident that had 

occurred a few days earlier. Most of the houses in this village did not have a refrigerator or 

freezer. There was however a well respected Muslim man how owned a refrigerator where he 

would let the women store their fish so that it would not turn bad. On that day a woman had 
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gone to his house and asked to retrieve her fish. He was praying so he told her to get the fish 

herself. While she was getting her fish he came in to the room, locked the door and attempted 

to rape her. The women told him to stop and managed to escape from his house and went to 

her group members to inform them of what had happened. The group members took action 

and began arranging a local trial. Meanwhile the man went to his in-laws to hide. At the local 

trial the man was found guilty and was sentenced to twenty shoe slaps in the face and had to 

apologize for his actions. The feet are considered to be a dirty part of the body and there are 

several taboos about the feet. Being slapped with a shoe in the face is therefore considered to 

be a very humiliating form of punishment. He and his family where also given a warning that 

if the incident was repeated they would be forced to move to another area. There is a law in 

Bangladesh requiring the victims of rape to file their police report and obtain medical 

certification within 24 hours of the alleged crime. This short time span causes problems for 

women who want to press charges and prevents most cases of rape from ever reaching the 

court. Many police officers are also corrupt and will accept bribes to delay the legal process or 

stop it completely (URL1). In a case like this having the support of your group can be the 

difference between police acting in the case or just ignoring it. 

 

An extreme example of the severity of how the group made a difference in a case of domestic 

abuse was given during one of the other interviews. The incident affected a member who was 

married and had two kids with her husband. The husband was having a relationship with 

another woman which led to the married couple having many arguments. At one occasion, 

when the husband had sent one of their children to relatives while the other was still at home, 

they began to argue. The husband began to beat the wife and after a while things escalated 

further and he set her on fire. The wife received serious injuries and died the next day in the 

hospital. While she was in the hospital the other group members in the area rallied together 

and filed a report with the police who arrested the husband. He was sentenced to twenty years 

in prison were he died three years prior to my interview. The story is an example of how cruel 

husbands can be to their wives and what a lack of respect some have for them. It is also an 

example of how the women can work together to display their rights. If the group members 

had not acted it is believed that the husband would only have been forced to pay a fine to his 

in-laws and his children. 
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Questions about effectiveness 

Many of the women who I interviewed seemed to have had use of the education they received 

and the loans they were offered. They did ask for more support from ADESH in the form of 

education and further loans but overall the women seemed to be happy with the program. A 

testament to the fact that the groups and the activities were working well is the fact that most 

of the women had been members for several years sometimes over twenty years. But is this 

really an indication that the programs are successful? Part of the goal of these activities is to 

raise the members out of poverty so that they fully can be a part of society instead of 

marginalised group whose only way of maintaining a loan is through NGOs. Should not a 

member who started working with an NGO over twenty years ago have succeeded in 

becoming a part of the mainstream society? 

 

When you look at what measures are being used to deal with the gender issues in a country 

like Bangladesh you also need to keep in mind the fact that the economic conditions are poor 

from the start. If a family is already struggling to make ends meet, gender equality might not 

be prioritised. This does not mean that it should be ignored completely but that the 

expectations and the actions to handle it might need to be adapted to the situation. 

 

Even though all of the objectives that NGOs commit to are not fulfilled that does not mean 

that their activities are wasted. Some microfinance projects that I have read about during my 

research have been overambitious in their pursuit of raising equality and empowering women, 

having too much faith that as long as poor women get economical support they will be able to 

elevate themselves from their current situation, ending with a situation that is worse than what 

it was prior to the project. The microfinance services that ADESH offered their members 

might not have made these women into great entrepreneurs who shattered the existing ideas 

about gender and redefined the society they lived in, but that does not mean that these services 

did not make a positive difference in these women’s lives. The loans seemed to be the main 

reason, at least initially, why husbands and other men who were wary about the activities 

would allow women to take part in the groups that ADESH had. And as I have already written 

these groups served as a counterweight to the traditional groups men had and served as a 

support system for the women in time of need. Still being a member of ADESH after twenty 

years does not automatically mean that her participation is a failure. Without membership she 

would not have access to all the services that ADESH offered which are all part in increasing 
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the gender equality. So even if the loans might not always be used as they are intended, they 

have made it possible for poor uneducated women to organise and gain access to education, 

legal support and bank services. 

 

The work that ADESH conducts also seems to me to be crucial for a change on a grass rot 

level. One of the group members who studied at university told me of how she tried to discuss 

the dowry problem with her classmates but they could not relate to what she was talking about 

and were not really interested because they came from a different background. If the 

intellectuals in Bangladesh do not have any real interest in changing the gender paradigm the 

people who are concerned need to act themselves. ADESH provides them with the knowledge 

and support that is needed to make a change from the ground up. Teaching women about 

gender equality and human rights is crucial for the development work because problems with 

attitudes about gender do not only exist among men. 

 

Women a part of the problem 

Even though it may be perceived that it is the patriarchal society and the men who encourage 

the dowry system, women themselves also play a crucial part. Since dowry seemed to be such 

a big problem that was hard to overcome in most of the villages I visited I wondered why it 

was so important for the women to marry at all. After all the stories I heard of how women 

were being mistreated and even killed in their new homes because of not enough dowry being 

paid I thought that women should just refuse to get married to someone if dowry was 

demanded. Being unmarried was not something that many women would prefer. It turned out 

that the respect in society was lower of an unmarried woman than that of a married one. If a 

woman was of a certain age and unmarried rumours would start to spread in the village about 

the woman. When these rumours reached the parents they would sometimes start harassing 

their own daughter for not being married. I was told that it was mainly the other women in the 

village who would start these rumours. But why would the other women in the village start 

rumours like these when they only helped to maintain a structure that they themselves said 

that they were against?  

 

At one of the interviews a woman soon to be thirty told me that she was currently facing this 

problem. She would not tell us the reason for why she was not married but she did tell us that 

other women in the same age as her where already married and had children of their own. 
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Other members of her community made fun of her, humiliated her and would talk about her 

behind her back. They would say things such as other women who had a darker skin colour 

than her would get married while she was still unable to find a husband. It would mainly be 

women who did this and since all members at the meeting were women some of the 

tormenters might have been present causing her to leave out certain details. She claimed that 

she herself was willing to get married but she did not feel that it was of dire importance. The 

rumours and gossip affected her though, making her feel the need of marriage greater than it 

would otherwise have been. At this interview the women claimed that dowry was not present 

in marriages but after further questioning they admitted that all of the aspects existed in their 

marriage system and properties where transferred between families at the weddings. They still 

did not want to admit that dowry was present and further questioning was fruitless. The 

answers they had given I found sufficient to assume that some kind of dowry was present and 

probably also had an effect on the marriages. As it were the woman who was unmarried had 

no parents and was living with her brother who she claimed was trying to arrange a marriage 

for her, causing me to suspect that they were unable to supply any dowry for her marriage. I 

was however unable to confirm my suspicions.  

 

The women in another interview told me that other women who did not get married 

sometimes committed suicide or went insane. When asked if they knew anyone who this had 

happened to they all said no. They claimed to have heard of it in the media though. Hearing 

that women will kill themselves or go insane if they don’t get married makes me think that 

even though this might occur, as it could in any other society, the gravity of it might be 

exaggerated to convince girls that marrying a certain husband might be better than to stay 

single. By using stories like these society legitimises the dowry system to women by in some 

aspects putting the ultimate blame for it on them. It is not that society has anything against an 

unmarried woman but women themselves can not handle a situation like that and is a danger 

to themselves. As I wrote earlier there did not seem to exist any role in society for unmarried 

women. The stories let the women know that even though it may not always be ideal to enter 

marriage it is a far better option than risking ones life and mental health by staying single.  

 

Women could also be counterproductive in their relation to dowry. The women we 

interviewed were quick to tell us about what negative consequences dowry had on their lives 

when it concerned their daughters. What they did not say anything about was how they dealt 

with the issue when it concerned their sons. They told me how hard it was to raise the dowry 
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needed to wed daughters but not how easy it was to accept it when it came to their sons. At 

one of the interviews a woman had no problem complaining about the fact that dowry had 

been paid when she got married but she did not say anything about the fact that she had 

received dowry when her son was wed to another member of the group. 

 

Education 

Education on sexual health, water and sanitation and skill development are things that can 

quickly be put into practise to make a difference in the lives of the group members. Gender 

equality and human rights were at least equally important but seemed to take much longer to 

implement because of habitual ways of thinking. During my interviews it became clear to me 

that the group members and I did not seem to view the situation the same way all the time. 

Some groups seemed to be very well informed and aware of the problems they were facing 

and what options they had to overcome them. Other groups seemed less informed and a bit 

more narrow-minded about how to raise their living conditions. Many of the women for 

example spoke of corruption as one of the problems they were facing but when I asked them 

to elaborate they did not seem to understand. The people I worked with said that the women 

knew about corruption from experience because it was such a common occurrence in many 

different parts of society. But it seemed to be such a common thing to them that they never 

contemplated what it was or why it was happening.  

 

The knowledge about gender equality seemed to have increased since the women joined the 

groups and the same problems had been present there as well. The women had been brought 

up in a patriarchal society without anyone telling them that the injustices they faced were 

wrong or that there was any other way of life possible to them. My perception of the situation 

in Savar was that educating the women, so they themselves could see what problems they 

faced and what changes they could make, was one of the most important contributions to 

gender equality. They may not have liked the situation the way it was before but they did not 

seem to know how it could be in any other way. Education opened their eyes and gave them 

tools to improve their situation. For example one of the things women need to realise is that 

they themselves contribute to an unequal gender situation by participating in the harassment 

of unmarried women. 
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It also seemed to me that education filled another function. It gave the women confidence. 

Being educated was something that both men and women seemed to respect. Maybe they saw 

education as something that belonged to upper-class and therefore immediately felt a higher 

level of respect for people more knowledgeable than themselves. When arguing with their 

spouse their opinion and arguments will gain more authority if it originally came from an 

educated person rather than something the wife has made up herself.  

 

Money and loans can raise the living standard of the group members but the biggest obstacle 

that women in this situation seem to face is the perception of gender roles in the society 

around them. A study by Fiona Leach and Shashikala Sitaram looked at a project in India that 

was giving education and microloans to women so that they could start their own production 

of silk with the goal that the women would become successful entrepreneurs and empowered 

by the project. Women were already an essential part of the silk production in this community 

but they mainly did the physical labour while men had better paid managerial positions 

(Leach & Sitaram 2002:577). Assumptions were maid that women would be able to break the 

ruling gender paradigm as long as they received education, money and some assistance. The 

project was unfortunately a bit of a failure. The initiators had been overconfident in the 

women’s ability to act as successful entrepreneurs and no one had really known how the 

market for silk worked causing the women to make unnecessary losses. The support that the 

women were supposed to get was also lacking and a widespread illiteracy and numeracy 

caused the women to be ignorant of how their finances looked. Their husbands also had to 

spend more time than anticipated on helping their wives causing tensions to rise at home. 

Overall it seemed as if the project managers had not taken into account the fact that the 

women were operating in patriarchal society and had to adapt to that environment if the 

project was to succeed (Leach & Sitaram 2002:585).  

 

Not only for women 

The idea that oppressed women will be able to change their situation and prosper as long as 

they are given some education and economical means have received critique in reports on the 

success of microfinance projects. Stephen Young wrote an article about how organisations 

tend to prioritise the services to women in the household and idealise them as someone who 

will work tirelessly for their families without any selfish agendas (Young 2010:206). The idea 

is that women would be better recipients of microfinance services than men because they have 
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more consideration for the people around them making it possible for the money to reach 

more people. A moralisation of the genders have emerged where women are seen as good and 

men as bad (Young 2010:207). An alternative to only letting women dispose microloans 

could be to let her invest in her husband’s business (Bredberg & Ek 2009:34). Even if the 

woman is not using the money to start her own business she becomes a vital link between her 

husband and the bank and thereby get a stronger position at home and towards her husband 

(Bredberg & Ek 2009:35). The example from Leach shows that women are operating in a 

patriarchal society, something that needs to be taken into consideration when goals and 

strategies are determined and the results of a project is being evaluated. From the literature I 

studied before I did my fieldwork I got the impression that not enough emphasis was put on 

education and measures aimed at husbands and men in general. During the interviews all 

women shared the same opinion that the men in their villages were in need of education about 

gender development. In many of the villages men had also taken part of the education 

ADESH offered them which had given some results making the workload in the home more 

evenly split between husband and wife. I was told of how husbands had started taking a 

bigger part in the home by helping out with childcare, cocking and generally supporting the 

women in their participation in the group activities. Overall the attitudes of husbands had 

gone from sceptic to positive towards the activities ADESH was running and the attitudes 

seemed to become more positive the more involved the men became. Leach & Sitaram 

concludes their text about the failed microcredit program in India by stating that it would have 

been more successful if men had been a bigger part of the project all the way through. The 

women were operating in a male dominated society so men would be involved in the project 

in one way or another no matter what. It would therefore have been better to make them feel 

that they were a part of the project and had a stake in it as much as the women, instead they 

ended up with resentful husbands who argued with their wives and sabotaged the activities 

(Leach & Sitaram 2002:586). A woman told me of how her husband and son had been very 

sceptical at first but that they became more positive after she shared the knowledge she gained 

at the meetings with them. She had also taken a loan that she let her husband successfully 

utilise making him even more positive towards the work of ADESH. Measures aimed at men 

are also important because they can pave the way for women who want to become more 

active in the public sphere. One of the problems women meet in Leach’s & Sitaram’s example 

was that they were not familiar with the marketplace and how it worked. The merchants there 

would also conspire to raise the price when the women were bidding just because they were 

women (Leach & Sitaram 2002:585). If these men had been more open to women taking on 
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traditionally male roles, chances are these women would have been better received in the 

marketplace and could have been more successful with their business. The point is that 

making men a part of gender development projects is important to create longer lasting effect 

at home as well as in the public sphere. Men who take part in ADESH’s education will bring 

that knowledge with them at home as well as in public.  

 

Conclusion 

The work that NGO’s, and in my case ADESH, conduct in villages aimed at poor women in 

Bangladesh cannot be evaluated in relation to the norms about living conditions and gender 

equality in the Western world but needs to be put into perspective of where the work is being 

done. Poverty is widespread in Bangladesh and make out a significant obstacle for men as 

well as women when it comes to changing their lives. Having the ambition that women should 

be a large part of the employed workforce does not seem to be very realistic if the 

unemployment rate is already high in an all male workplace. Unrealistic expectations do not 

favour anyone but can instead cause more damage than good. By ignoring reality or 

grounding goals of a project on an ideal view of the world, chances are, certain aspects will 

not be put into consideration causing projects to fail. Reality rarely adapts to how people want 

it to be, instead people need to adapt to reality and base their actions on it if they want to have 

any real success. This does not mean that you have to accept the current situation and think 

that no change can be made but that you need to adapt your methods and goals to harvest any 

success. The project Leach & Sitaram wrote of is a good example of how good intentions may 

not be enough if you base the project on ideals rather than reality. The women were clearly 

acting in a patriarchal society and had little experience of running their own business. Instead 

of involving the husbands in the project they were only asked to play a minor role so that the 

women would be able to do all the work themselves. ADESH did not use the same model as 

the organisation in Leach’s example, but has involved men more in their work, and seemed to 

be yielding more success as well.  

 

In my opinion, based on my field work, one of the biggest obstacles that gender development 

activities need to deal with to change the existing gender relations in Bangladesh is the dowry. 

Traditionally dowry has been used to make sure offspring marry within or above their social 

class and therefore maintain their own and their parents position in society. Dowry has 

contributed to the different attitudes towards boys and girls concerning premarital sex. To 
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reduce the risk that a man from a lower class makes a claim for a woman’s dowry, by 

impregnating her, chastity is promoted among girls and unmarried women. The virginity 

among girls is therefore given more significance than that of boys. This focus on female 

sexuality might contribute to the attitude towards unmarried adult women as dangerous sexual 

beings, creating a social pressure on women to get married. The focus on virginity seems to 

have had an effect on the age pattern within marriages at least. Preferring virgins, grooms tend 

to marry brides younger than themselves to increase the chances that their bride is still a 

virgin. This age difference within marriages is likely contributing to the power imbalance 

which seems to be present in most marriages but there are other factors affecting it as well. 

Even though marriage is a new chapter in life for both groom and bride the requirements of 

adaptation are not the same. The tradition of patrilocality put the women at a disadvantage 

towards their husbands in terms of power at home. After the wedding the groom just returns 

back home to continue to live with his parents, while his bride enters an unfamiliar 

environment as an outsider. The husband would have strong relations to the men around him 

who he had grown up with, some of whom are his kin. When he needs help from others there 

are always men around whom he can turn to. The bride on the other hand is often in a new 

village where she does not have any relations to the women. There are no natural allegiances 

for her in her new home and she will lack the support system her husband has. Having their 

members create groups to manage different activities do not just make the activities in each 

area easier for ADESH to oversee but it also gives the women a counterweight to the 

traditional male kin groups that have emerged because of the tradition of patrilocality. The 

groups organise the women and give them a common goal to raise their standard of living as 

well as increasing equality between genders. If they face problems they could find support in 

their group and use their numbers to exercise power previously absent from their lives. As 

many examples from the interviews showed just the groups themselves made a difference in 

the lives of the women. 

 

The economic development seemed to have changed the terms of the dowry in Bangladesh. 

Previously consisting of mostly homemade items, the transformation of Bangladesh into a 

market and cash economy has changed the terms of the dowry so that it now mostly consists 

of consumer goods and cash. It is believed that this change has contributed to the larger 

dowries. Greed makes people demand more and more dowry and base their choice of bride on 

the dowry her parents can offer. As I have mentioned it seemed that some unscrupulous 

individuals would marry less desirable women in order to receive a larger dowry. Domestic 
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abuse was also used in a wide extent by husbands and in-laws to extort the bride’s parents to 

give more dowry after the wedding. This transaction of assets associated with marriage is not 

a lucrative activity over a longer period of time though. If one generation spawns only sons, 

giving a large addition of dowry to the family, the next might generate mostly daughters 

causing drainage of assets from the family because of the dowry required to marry these 

daughters. So why do people continue to participate in this tradition when there does not seem 

to be any real economical gain? From my perception it is because of the prestige that is 

associated with the dowry. These rules are however a bit complicated. Families want dowry 

because it validates their son and their position in society as well as their position towards the 

family of the bride. The bride’s family almost always seems to be held at lower esteem than 

that of the groom, maybe because of the tradition of hypergamy, which is expressed through 

the dowry. The bride’s family will have to pay the groom and his family if they wish to see a 

marriage. This tells the new couple from the start that the groom has a higher value than the 

bride. Families who experience that they are not given enough dowry for their sons often 

result to domestic abuse to pressure the bride’s family to get more dowry from them. But 

people do not like to admit they are accepting dowry because there is a notion in society that 

dowry is bad. The ones who are giving dowry were always complaining to me about what a 

strain it was on their economic situation but at the same time they wanted people to know that 

they were giving the dowry since it was a way of showing others that they could afford an 

expensive groom for their daughters and therefore they themselves were part of a higher 

social class. The higher social classes in Bangladesh did not seem to participate in the dowry 

tradition however, possibly because of its legal status, so this way of reasoning did not seem 

to make sense. Even though dowry has been illegal since the eighties not much seems to have 

be done about it. People do not refer to the transaction of items as dowry but except for the 

fact that they call it gifts all other aspects of the dowry are present. Why authorities seem to 

be so passive might be because of the somewhat dysfunctional political climate in the country. 

Many politicians seem to work in their own interests rather than the interest of the people who 

elect them. Corruption is common and can be found on all levels of society. When people on a 

government level will not follow the rules it should come as no surprise that people in villages 

disregard them as well. 

 

Assets seemed to me to be used by men to enhance or display their power. Some argue that 

the dowry is a form of inheritance specifically aimed at daughters but as I have written earlier 

this was not the way it seemed to work in practise in Savar. Jewellery and saris that are given 
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as dowry are supposed to be the bride’s own property but not even these items seemed to be 

excepted from what the husband and his parents would take for themselves. As one example 

showed a conflict had arisen between two families when the price of gold had increased and 

the dowry that had been agreed upon could not be paid. I cannot really see any reason for why 

the groom and his family would get angry at the bride’s family if they thought of the gold as 

the bride’s property because in the end she was the one who got mistreated.  

 

The financial services ADESH offered their members gave women the chance to have their 

own savings account and serve as a step towards releasing them from their economic 

dependence of their husbands. Even though some informants would say that owning assets 

did not affect the situation the ones who did own assets thought differently and said that they 

felt empowered by it. Beyond mandatory and voluntary savings, ADESH also offered their 

members other, more controversial, financial services. 

 

The effects of microloans have been debated in several articles since they are not always used 

as the loan givers intend them to be used. This might be a problem for financiers who have a 

certain perception of how the money should be used but that does not mean that it is a 

problem for the actual effects on gender development. Many microloan projects that I have 

read about have had very strict rules about how the money can be used and by whom. While 

certain rules and guidelines might be necessary to ensure that the loans are used wisely, some 

flexibility might be good as well. From my own perception and from other studies that I have 

read a crucial piece in the work with gender development is to include men. Making the wife 

the recipient of the loan but allowing her to give the money to her husband so that he can 

manage the money might not be a bad alternative to limiting the money to be used by the wife 

exclusively. Serving as a middleman between the loan giver and the husband makes her more 

important to her husband and her in-laws, whom in many cases will also be affected by the 

loans. Another important aspect of the microloans, and the microfinance services as well, is 

the possibilities they create. I am not talking about how its beneficiaries might start businesses 

that will become big successes and help the whole society but the fact that these services 

makes all the other work of ADESH possible. ADESH ran into a lot of resistance in the 

beginning of their operation from men and would probably not be able to keep many of their 

group members if men did not allow their wives to participate. Some of the services that 

ADESH offered their members might not be of any interest to some men but the financial 
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services that they offered seemed to convince many husbands to allow their wives to join 

ADESH, attend their meetings and take part services such as education. 

 

Education serves an important purpose for several reasons but it was the effects on gender 

development that interested me. Giving the women education in healthcare, water and 

sanitation and skill development did not just help the women in their everyday life but also 

seemed to help the women in the sense of gender development. Many women told me that 

their husbands had become more positive to their participation in the meetings after they had 

shared the knowledge they had gained at the meetings with their husbands. There was also 

education aimed directly at men that seemed to have had positive effects on the lives of the 

women. I believe that men must receive some education about gender equality if the activities 

that women engage in are going to have any greater impact. After all Bangladesh is a 

patriarchal society and men seem to dictate the terms that women need to live by. Even if the 

attitudes toward gender equality in individual villages can change without any major actions 

involving men, education aimed at men is probably the fastest way to influence the mind-set 

among men in the public sphere. Another aspect that needs to be remembered is that it was 

not just men but women as well who were involved in counterproductive behaviour in terms 

of gender equality, such as the harassment of unmarried women. Education can help correct 

this behaviour and create a friendlier home environment. Finally education disturbs the 

traditional power balance between husbands and wives. In most cases husbands would be 

more educated than their wives, something they would use to control their spouse. They were 

also a more active part of the public sphere than women giving them additional knowledge 

that women would be without. When women would get education from ADESH they would 

not just gain practical knowledge but also a form of power to complement that of the men. 
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